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Lieutenant Eve Dallas returns in a fast-paced new novel from #1 New York Times bestselling
author J. D. Robb.Nature versus nurture…The shots came quickly, silently, and with deadly
accuracy. Within seconds, three people were dead at Central Park’s ice skating rink. The victims:
a talented young skater, a doctor, and a teacher. As random as random can be.Eve Dallas has
seen a lot of killers during her time with the NYPSD, but never one like this. After reviewing
security videos, it becomes clear that the victims were killed by a sniper firing a tactical laser
rifle, who could have been miles away when the trigger was pulled. And though the locations
where the shooter could have set up seem endless, the list of people with that particular skill set
is finite: police, military, professional killer.Eve’s husband, Roarke, has unlimited resources—and
genius—at his disposal. And when his computer program leads Eve to the location of the sniper,
she learns a shocking fact: There were two—one older, one younger. Someone is being trained
by an expert in the science of killing, and they have an agenda. Central Park was just a warm-up.
And as another sniper attack shakes the city to its core, Eve realizes that though we’re all
shaped by the people around us, there are those who are just born evil.…

About the AuthorJ. D. Robb is the pseudonym for the number one New York Times bestselling
author of more than two hundred novels, including the futuristic suspense In Death series. There
are more than five hundred million copies of the author’s books in print.
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Why, “Love it but.... Love it but...I love this series. The only thing that’s truly saddened me since I
started is how every book has gotten me closer to catching up to where the series currently
is.Having this series to go to as a safe haven for a good read has been awesome.Especially
since as I find my standards have changed and grown and the books I used to adore now seem
to bore or insult me now.I just can’t abide TSTL MC’s ,_AT_ALL_ anymore ( if I ever did) or the
writers who use hubris/ and pride filled poor choices to advance a plot.Series where powerful
but lame headed ( I think I’m making that up but it feels right) heroines do dumb things never fully
thinking about the consequences that could come their way.I have actually read series where a
( different h or H) was kidnapped or taken in EVERY story or a different writer who had multiple
series where she had her seemingly strong Bad A heroines kidnapped/taken/over powered in
just about EVERY single book.In EVERY book her supposedly “strong” heroine succumbed to
her own pride and hubris,made foolish choices that led her to being taken and abused,usually
sexually .I go on about that because ,I love that for all of Eve’s many,many,many faults thankfully
that’s never one of them.Eve knows how to plan and trust others to watch her back.Love that
What I don’t love ,at all is still hearing about her past with her father.Eve has grown and changed
so very,very much but her past being brought up every five seconds ( how it feels ) has not.We’re
44 books in now can we p l e a s e ease back .Just a little ?I spend the first 20 years or my life
trying to survive one trauma or another but I don’t dredge it up or poke at the scars or it every
damn day.Give us something new. Let her let go of the it fir a while and and find a hobby ? Show
some real interest in the lives of others like Roarke when it doesn’t directly involve her or when
she’s dragged in kicking and screaming ?Let her stop and eat something besides sugar and her
being a B about it ?Basically,love ya Eve but please try a bit harder to let go a bit and bit a bit
more dimensional,you say Roarke and others saved you from being “just a badge” prove it .And
act like you give a crap about others and not hurt how it involves you .”

AMorganna99, “Great book!. What begins as an apparently random set of long distance
murders at a skating rink turns into a race against time, a former cop gone bad, and his
psychopathic but skilled teenage daughter. Lt. Eve Dallas is presented with murders not only
extremely difficult to have carried out, but the haunting question: is this a random killing or the
beginning of something more? Of course the answer is choice B. While that's bad news for the
victims it's good news for Eve because a pattern emerges behind the seemingly random
targets.As the last several In Death books have shown, just because you know the why and the
who doesn't necessarily make for an easy arrest. The twist in this case being that Dallas thinks
she's looking for one killer, and discovers she has two. The next twist comes after the second
attack, which claims the life of a NYPSD cop among the victims, when they learn that one of the
killers was himself a cop. The other killer? His 15 year old daughter.In Apprentice Eve wrestles
with questions of nature vs nurture and finds herself comparing who she was as a child to the



shooter, Willow. Could Eve have become the same person? What makes a killer? Roarke (as
always!) is standing ready to convince Eve, as forcefully or tenderly as possible that she could
never be that killer. The other main theme in Apprentice is justice. When the system fails you, do
you have the right to take justice into your own hands? What's the difference between justice
and revenge? It's interesting that from the outside as a reader we might clearly see things one
way, Robb does an excellent job of showing us the minds of the killers and their way of thinking.
Mackie was a cop who stood to help people but when he loses his wife his version of justice
changes. Why should other people get to be happy when he isn't, why does someone else have
the right to a happy marriage when his wife is dead?The characters we've grown to know and
love continue to shine. With the growing cast of characters, not all can get equal time and some
people may be disappointed by not seeing much of McNab, Feeney or Mira. But there are some
great scenes between Eve and Nadine, and some brilliantly played Interviews with Dallas,
Peabody, and Reo- all of whom really seemed to enjoy playing roles against the killers. Robb
has a talent for combining the best and the worst of humanity in truly horrifying and gritty crime
scenes and this shows best after a shooting scene where Eve checks in on Mavis, Leonardo,
Nadine and even the terrifying Trina, as well as a perfectly pitched interaction between Eve and
Summerset. Robb also gives us another stunningly creepy child killer in Willow Mackie.At book
43 in the In Death series J. D. Robb is still going strong. Where other authors might have grown
stale or run out of things to do, Robb continues to bring not only excellent mysteries but also
added layers and twists to the very human characters at the heart of the series. Fast paced,
witty, and edge of your seat action, Apprentice in Death does not disappoint!”

DK, “Brilliant, simply brilliant!. There is nothing out there that compares to the “in Death “ series.
The originality of the stories, the well developed characters and the creativity is on another level.
Loved this book in particular. Bravo!!! If you are into crime-solving books, filled with action,
humor, amazing characters and a touch of romance, then you will definitely love this book! Each
one can be read as a standalone, but I do recommend you start reading them in order as it will
enhance your reading experience. Highly recommended ”

Anne, “Still enjoyable - quick and easy read. I have read all of JD Robb's "in Death" series and
am amazed with each new volume that they are entertaining and worth reading - I would have
thought that she would have run out of ideas by now. I will admit that there are many elements of
the stories which are familiar to the regular reader but these are comfortable and enjoyable
when associated with a new story.This book is one of her faster paced stories in which a race is
on to find and bring to justice a sniper who is a professional killer and who seems to have an
apprentice. The book speeds up as it goes along and there is plenty there to engage the reader.
You have to get over some implausible elements such as Roarke's involvement, the fact that
they only ever seem to have one case at a time and the amount of work which is done at home
but if you are a fan you have long ago come to terms with these issues and enjoy the light



entertainment and sheer readability of the book.This wasn't by any means my favourite in the
series but it certainly wasn't a disappointment. It was a quick and enjoyable read. Fans will love it
and newcomers to the series should really start nearer the beginning. I received a free copy of
this book from the publishers via NetGalley.”

Sarah (Feeling Fictional), “In Death book 43. When Eve is called to a mass shooting event at the
Ice Rink in Central Park she quickly realises they have an expert sniper in the city. With no
apparent link between the 3 victims she's at a distinct disadvantage trying to figure out whether it
was a targeted hit or someone shooting random victims just for the fun of it. As further incidents
follow and people in the city start to panic it's up to Eve and her team to try and track down the
murderer before they can take any more innocent lives. There is very little that shocks Eve these
days but when they figure out the identity of the shooter she realises that evil can still come in
unexpected packages. Unfortunately knowing the killer's identity is only half the battle and
actually finding them and bringing them to justice is a whole other challenge.You'd think by book
43 that I might be starting to get tired of this series but that couldn't be further from the case. I'm
still hopelessly addicted to these books and I love seeing how much the characters have all
changed from the beginning of the series. Of course Eve and Roarke are their awesome selves
but Peabody, McNab, Feeny, Baxter, Trueheart and so many others continue to come into their
own more with every book.The murderer in this book was one of the creepiest we've had in a
while, I can't really say why because I don't want to spoil it but they were a true psychopath and
definitely someone you're glad to see Eve send to prison for the rest of their miserable life. This
was another great instalment to the series and I can't wait to carry on reading about Eve's
adventures.”

Terresa, “Another fab story!       . Wow Ms Robbs never fail to deliver, a bit more look-in into
the personal lives and thoughts of Dallas and Roake which is greatly appreciated by this reader,
to see them grow as persons, to see their relationship growing.A wonderfully simple dynamic
thrilling story with not a lot of twists or turns, a scary possibility for us all to think about, and
thinking about the stupidity of the human race, our decisions and their consequences, and of
those in our midst who abdicate their responsibilities and some times escape the consequences
of their actions, sometimes not. Thinking about time and how it waits for no man, that good
intentions might not give the desired good results. How fear can cause so much trouble like a
plaque if not faced and owned up to. About bullying, terrorising.Yes another great story to read,
to enjoy, to digest and hopefully it gives us a bit of thought about our own lives, our own
decisions, our own fears and how we handle all of these in our day to day.Take a minute and
appreciate your life, you're alive after all and another minute to see if you're happy, if not then it's
time to do something about it because time is short, too short not to enjoy and appreciate this
life, this moment and the people you love.Take a minute or too as well to give a massive shout
out to our boys and girls in uniforms, may they be serving in our police forces, armies, reserves,



fire departments, ambulance services, medical professions our doctors, nurses and carers, or
simply those serving our coffees, our quick grabs of lunches or at tills. You are all greatly loved
and deeply appreciated! You are one of the main cogs in the wheel of our society that holds us
together, abused the most, and always there for us in our hour of need. You don't get thanked
enough. You are the bravest of individuals for choosing to do what you do, every day in order to
keep us all safe, healthy and sane. BRAVO and THANK YOU! Much love.Wishing all the readers
a very very early 2016 Happy Halloween, Happy Birthday if it's your birthday, and a very very
Merry Xmas and Happy New Year to you and yours! Stay safe. Be strong. Be well. Be Happy.
And as my gorgeous soft hearted band of wise boyos say Be nice to nice (quoting One
Direction) ”

The book by Hank Smith has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 7,126 people have provided feedback.
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